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Infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) on a linear ion trap mass spectrometer is applied
for the sequencing of small interfering RNA (siRNA). Both single-strand siRNAs and duplex
siRNA were characterized by IRMPD, and the results were compared with that obtained by
traditional ion trap-based collision induced dissociation (CID). The single-strand siRNA
anions were observed to dissociate via cleavage of the 5= P–O bonds yielding c- and y-type
product ions as well as undergo neutral base loss. Full sequence coverage of the siRNA anions
was obtained by both IRMPD and CID. While the CID mass spectra were dominated by base
loss ions, accounting for �25% to 40% of the product ion current, these ions were eliminated
through secondary dissociation by increasing the irradiation time in the IRMPD mass spectra
to produce higher abundances of informative sequence ions. With longer irradiation times,
however, internal ions corresponding to cleavage of two 5= P–O bonds began to populate the
product ion mass spectra as well as higher abundances of [a� Base] and w-type ions. IRMPD of
siRNA cations predominantly produced c- and y-type ions with minimal contributions of [a �
Base] and w-type ions to the product ion current; the presence of only two complementary
series of product ions in the IRMPD mass spectra simplified spectral interpretation. In
addition, IRMPD produced high abundances of protonated nucleobases, [G � H]�, [A � H]�,
and [C � H]�, which were not detected in the CID mass spectra due to the low-mass cut-off
associated with conventional CID in ion traps. CID and IRMPD using short irradiation times
of duplex siRNA resulted in strand separation, similar to the dissociation trends observed for
duplex DNA. With longer irradiation times, however, the individual single-strands underwent
secondary dissociation to yield informative sequence ions not obtained by CID. (J Am Soc
Mass Spectrom 2010, 21, 580–591) © 2010 American Society for Mass Spectrometry

The identification and determination of the func-
tion of small non-coding (i.e., non-messenger)
RNA including small interfering RNA (siRNA)

and micro-RNA (miRNA) has become an important
challenge due to the growing recognition of these RNAs
in fundamental cellular processes including gene regu-
lation, RNA processing, translocation of proteins, chro-
mosome maintenance, and cancer and disease develop-
ment [1, 2]. For example, RNA interference (RNAi) is a
biological pathway, which down-regulates or silences
gene expression and has shown great potential to be
harnessed as a therapeutic tool via introduction of
siRNA, typically short double stranded RNA consisting
of �25 nucleotides (per single strand), to cells [3, 4].
Micro-RNAs, which consist of �22 nucleotides, have
also been shown to effect gene silencing by binding
directly to the target mRNA [5]. Several siRNA-based
drugs are currently in clinical trials [6, 7], and recent
studies have explored the impact of siRNA on coro-

nary artery disease [8], Alzheimer’s disease [9], and
HIV [10, 11].
The traditional methods used to identify and se-

quence oligonucleotides include cloning and expression
techniques such as the Sanger method, base-specific
chemical cleavage methods, reverse transcription, and
RNA fingerprinting for identifying modifications [12,
13]. More recently, deep sequencing analyses in con-
junction with predictive computational approaches
have also been utilized to identify miRNAs [14, 15].
Compared with these traditional gel electrophoresis-
based techniques, mass spectrometry provides accurate
mass determinations as opposed to relative migration
values and affords more rapid analysis [12, 16]. Lim-
bach et al. have used mass spectrometry along with
endonucleases to identify RNAs based on their unique
digestion products [17–20].
Tandem mass spectrometry has been widely used to

sequence DNA [21–26], and in recent years more efforts
have been devoted to the analysis of RNA [27–32].
Gas-phase dissociation of DNA anions is initiated by
base loss and subsequent dissociation of the 3= C–O
bond yielding complementary [a � Base] and w-type
ions [22]. In contrast, collision-induced dissociation
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(CID) of RNA typically results in fragmentation of the
5= P–O bond producing complementary c- and y-type
fragment ions [27–30]. Schürch and coworkers observed
that dissociation of RNA was independent of the
nucleobase and that cleavage of the 5= P–O bond is
related to the presence of the 2=-hydroxyl group [28, 30].
That is, upon ion activation, an intramolecular cyclic
transition-state involving the 2=-hydroxyl proton and
the 5= oxygen of the phosphate is formed, and migration
of the 2=-hydroxyl proton and subsequent cleavage
yields the c- and y-type fragments [28, 30]. McLuckey’s
group observed that the dissociation pathways of RNA
anions were charge-dependent in which more highly
charged species predominantly underwent base loss,
and the lower charge states gave higher sequence
coverage [27]. More recently, McLuckey et al. obtained
full sequence coverage of deprotonated siRNA ions by
CID with subsequent proton transfer reactions which
effectively “deconvoluted” and simplified interpreta-
tion of the product ion mass spectra [31]. The Håkans-
son group investigated the fragmentation pathways of
oligoribonucleotides by both electron capture dissocia-
tion (ECD) and electron detachment dissociation (EDD)
[33]. They observed that the ECD fragmentation pat-
terns were dependent on the nucleobase. Both c/y-type
ions and d/w-type ions were produced by ECD;
whereas EDD predominantly yielded d- and w-type
ions, and full sequence coverage was obtained.
Tandem mass spectrometry is likewise well-suited

for the characterization of novel miRNAs, as well as
synthesized siRNAs, including those that contain chem-
ical modifications to increase their stability, such as
deoxynucleotides, 3=-overhangs, or 2=-O-methyl modi-
fications [34, 35]. Herdewijn and coworkers identified
post-translational modifications of ribosomal RNA by
mass spectrometry [36, 37]. The Fabris lab has com-
bined chemical probes in conjunction with tandem
mass spectrometric analyses to probe RNA structures
[38–41]. Recently, Karas’s group degraded RNA by
acid hydrolysis of the phosphodiester bonds to produce
5=- and 3=-end mass ladders for sequencing of 21-mers
by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass
spectrometry [42].
Infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) has pre-

viously been shown to be a viable alternative and
complementary dissociation method to CID for the
sequencing of DNA [23, 24, 43–45]. One of the primary
advantages of IRMPD in ion traps is that as a non-
resonant method, the precursor ion and all ensuing
product ions are activated by IR irradiation. Uninfor-
mative product ions due to dead-end dissociation path-
ways (e.g., neutral base loss) can undergo secondary
dissociation to yield diagnostic sequence ions. IRMPD
also does not suffer significantly from the low-mass
cut-off problem intrinsic to conventional CID in rf ion
traps. The energy deposition by conventional CID is
dependent on the rf trapping voltage which prevents
the storage of ions of m/z in the lower 28% of the mass
range relative to the precursor ion. Since IRMPD can be

performed using far lower rf trapping levels, diagnostic
low-mass product ions can be detected. The energy
deposition by photon absorption is also not dependent
on the rf trapping voltage, but rather on the absorptivity
of the ion at the wavelength of the laser. Compared to
proteins and peptides which do not undergo efficient
photodissociation at normal trap pressures of �1 mTorr,
oligonucleotides dissociate rapidly upon exposure to IR
irradiation at 10.6 �m due to the high IR absorptivity of
the phosphodiester backbone at this wavelength [46],
an effect noted initially by Little et al. [47]. IRMPD also
affords a high degree of tunability and control with
regards to energy deposition, as the irradiation time
and power can both be varied.
In the present study, we examine the use of IRMPD to

sequence single-strand and duplex siRNA anions and
cations as a function of charge state. Time-resolved
IRMPD experiments reveal the genealogy of product ion
formation. Compared with CID, IRMPD produces a
higher abundance of diagnostic sequence ions and favors
the formation of shorter product ions in lower charge
states. Full sequence coverage was generally obtained by
both dissociation techniques; however, the IRMPD prod-
uct ionmass spectra were often simpler to interpret due to
conversion of the neutral base loss product ions into
informative sequence ions upon secondary dissociation.

Experimental

Chemicals and Materials

Imidazole, piperidine, and Amberlite IRN77 resin were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Methanol, ammonium acetate, and isopropanol were
obtained from Fisher Scientific (Fairlawn, NJ, USA). The
siRNAs targeting the glyceraldehydes 3-phosphate de-
hydrogenase (GAPDH) gene and the Lamin A/C gene
were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies
(Coralville, IA, USA). The sequences for anti-GAPDH
were 5=OH-UGAUGGCAACAAUAUCCACdTdT-3=OH
(sense strand, GAPDH.S, 6633.9 Da) and 5=OH-GUG-
GAUAUUGUUGCCAUCAdTdT-3=OH (antisense strand,
GAPDH.AS, 6644.9 Da). The sequences for anti-Lamin
A/C were 5=-biotin-GGAACUGGACUUCCAGAAGAA-
CAUCUA-3=OH (sense strand, Lamin A/C.S, 9053.6 Da)
and 5=-UAGAUGUUCUUCUGGAAGUCCAGUUCC (anti-
sense strand, Lamin A/C.AS, 8544.1 Da).
Single-strand siRNA samples were desalted by cat-

ion exchange using the Amberlite IRN77 resin as de-
scribed by McLuckey et al. [31]. Duplex siRNA was
annealed by combining the sense and antisense siRNA
strands (30 �M each) in 150 mM NH4OAc, pH 7.0. The
samples were heated at 90 °C for three min and then
cooled to room temperature overnight. Duplex siRNA
solutions were diluted to 10 �M in 25:75 (vol/vol)
methanol/50 mM NH4OAc in nano-pure H2O. Solu-
tions of GAPDH single-strand siRNAs were prepared at
10 �M in either 25:75 (vol/vol) methanol/25 mM
NH4OAc for negative and positive electrospray mass
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spectrometry (ESI-MS) or 20:80 (vol/vol) isopropanol/
H2O with 25 mM imidazole and 25 mM piperidine for
negative ESI-MS. The Lamin A/C single strand siRNAs
were prepared at 10 �M in 25:75 (vol/vol) methanol/25
mM NH4OAc for negative and positive ion ESI-MS.

Mass Spectrometry and Infrared Multiphoton
Dissociation

All experiments were conducted on a modified LTQ XL
linear ion trap mass spectrometry (Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific, San Jose, CA, USA) with the standard electros-
pray ionization (ESI) source. Samples were infused at
2.5 �L/min and the ESI voltage was set to either�3.5 or
�4.0 kV for negative and positive ion mode analysis,
respectively. The inlet heated capillary was maintained
at 90 °C. The mass spectrometer was modified to per-
form infrared multiphoton dissociation as previously
described [48]. Briefly, a ZnSe window was mounted to
the back plate of the vacuum manifold to transmit 10.6
�m radiation from a model 48-5 Synrad 50 W cw CO2
laser (Mukilteo, WA, USA). The laser was triggered
through the LTQTune v. 2.5.0 software during the
activation step in the scan function. The irradiation time
was varied between 0.0 and 20.0 ms and the power was
maintained at 10 W (25%). The q-value for all IRMPD
experiments was set between 0.055 and 0.100. Collision-
induced dissociation was performed at the typical q-value
of 0.25, the activation time was set to 30 ms, and the
normalized collision energy was adjusted to dissociate the
precursor ion to less than 1% relative abundance.

Data Analysis

Time-resolved IRMPD experiments were performed by
incrementally increasing the irradiation time, and the
abundances of the precursor and product ions were
plotted against the irradiation time. Ion abundances
were determined by measuring the peak areas using
Origin 7.0. Product ions were identified using Mongo
Oligo Mass Calculator (http://library.med.utah.edu/
masspec/mongo.htm) in addition to an oligonucleotide
product ion calculator program written in-house using
National Instruments LabView 8.5 (Austin, TX, USA).
Only product ions which could be unambiguously
identified were included in the product ion type abun-
dance calculations. Product ions were labeled according
to the nomenclature proposed by McLuckey et al. [22].

Results and Discussion

Infrared Multiphoton Dissociation Versus
Collision-Induced Dissociation of Single-Strand
siRNA

In the negative ion mode, ESI of the GAPDH sequences
in ammonium acetate buffer produced ions in the 4– to
6– charge states, while ESI of Lamin A/C samples in
ammonium acetate yielded ions predominantly in the

5– and 6– charge states (data not shown). Electrospray
ionization of the GAPDH sequences in the imidazole/
piperidine additive solution produced ions in charge
states ranging from 6– to 10–. In the positive mode,
both the GAPDH and Lamin A/C sequences produced
ions in only two charge states. The single-strand siRNAs
were subjected to IRMPD, and the product ion mass
spectra were compared with that obtained by conven-
tional ion-trap CID. Examples of the IRMPD and CID
mass spectra are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Sannes-
Lowery and Hofstadler have previously analyzed an
oligoribonucleotide by IRMPD in an external hexapole
by FT-ICR-MS [43], but IRMPD has not been extensively
investigated as an alternative dissociation method for
RNA. The fragmentation patterns of siRNA anions by
IRMPD is dependent on the irradiation time (i.e., pho-
ton flux) and, thus, by varying the time (or laser power),
the product ion mass spectra can be effectively tuned by
controlling the extent of secondary dissociation. IRMPD
of the 5– charge state of GAPDH.S using 6.0 ms irradi-
ation predominantly yielded c- and y-type product ions
due to cleavage of the 5= P–O bond (Figure 1a). Lower
abundance [a � Base] and complementary w-type ions
were also detected. The abundances of product ions
stemming from neutral base loss, which typically dom-
inate CID product ion mass spectra of RNA [27], were
modest. Almost complete series of c-type (19/20) and
y-type (18/20) ions were observed for this siRNA anion.
The three c and y product ions which were not observed
were y1, its complementary c20 ion, and y20. Cleavage
between the two dT nucleotides would yield the y1 and
c20 ions, and these product ions are not likely to be
observed due to the lack of the 2=-OH group to facilitate
cleavage of the 5= P–O bond. However, the w1 ion,
which corresponds to cleavage of the 3= C–O bond, was
detected, and full sequence coverage of this siRNA
anion was obtained. The complementary [a20 � T] and
the y20 product ions were most likely not detected due
to secondary dissociation of these large product ions.
Upon increasing the irradiation time to 8.0 ms, the
product ion mass spectra changes significantly (Figure
1b). The more highly-charged and larger product ions
observed in Figure 1a undergo secondary dissociation
into smaller product ions. Both the precursor ion and
base loss product ions are almost completely dissoci-
ated, and the product ion mass spectrum is dominated
by c- and y-type fragment ions. A majority of the [a �
Base] ions detected are due to the facile loss of neutral
guanine (i.e., [an � G] product ions predominant),
which has previously been reported to be a significant
dissociation pathway for RNA anions in low charge
states [27]. The [a � Base] and w-type product ions are
likely produced by secondary photodissociation of the
neutral base loss product ions (e.g., [M � G]5–) and
subsequent cleavage of the 3= C–O bond of the ribose
from which the base was lost. Full sequence coverage of
GAPDH.S was obtained using 8.0 ms of irradiation
even though fewer sequence ions were detected (c1–c12
and y2–y15). The lack of larger, more highly-charged
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product ions reduces the spectral complexity while still
allowing the siRNA anion to be completely sequenced.
A majority of the product ions were singly or doubly
charged. Several low mass, singly charged product ions
which could be not be identified as sequence (i.e., [a �
Base], c-, y-, w-type) ions were also detected. These
product ions were determined to be internal ions due to
cleavage of two 5= P–O bonds. These internal ions could
not be unambiguously identified due to isobaric species
(e.g., AUG � GAU). The abundances of the internal
ions are low, and the ions likely arise from secondary
dissociation of larger c- and y-type product ions. The
CID product ion mass spectrum of [GAPDH.S � 5H]5-

was dominated by neutral base loss (Figure 1c). Product
ions were observed in all possible charge states and
almost complete sequence coverage was obtained. Due

to the low-mass cut-off (LMCO) problem inherent to
conventional CID, the low mass c1 (m/z 305) and w1 (m/z
324) sequence ions could not be detected. Fewer [a �
Base] and w-type ions were observed upon CID, a
result attributed to the fact that only the precursor ion is
activated and primary product ions such as [M� G] are
not further dissociated into sequence informative spe-
cies. Small internal ions were also detected by CID;
however, these product ions were not as abundant as
those in the IRMPD mass spectrum obtained using 8.0
ms of irradiation.
IRMPD mass spectra of the 6� charge state of the

sense strand of Lamin A/C using 4.0 and 6.0 ms of
irradiation are shown in Figure 2a and b. At short
irradiation times, almost complete series of both c-ions
(c1–c25) and y-ions (y2–y26) were observed. In contrast

Figure 1. IRMPD product ion mass spectra of [GAPDH.S � 5H]5- of m/z 1326.0 using (a) 6.0 ms and
(b) 8.0 ms of irradiation at 10 W at q-value of 0.10. (c) CID product ion mass spectra of the same siRNA
anion (14% normalized collision energy, q � 0.25). The precursor ion is indicated by an asterisk and
internal ions by the number symbol. Not all peaks were labeled to reduce congestion.
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to dissociation of siRNA anions, the product ions were
predominantly composed of c/y-type fragments, and
the mass spectrum was almost completely void of [a �
Base] and w-type ions. Also, siRNA cations of all charge
states dissociated through protonated base loss, and the
resulting protonated bases were observed in the low
m/z range of the IRMPD mass spectrum. The [Base �
H]� ions were the most abundant product ions in the
mass spectrum with protonated guanine observed at
higher abundance than [A � H]� and [C � H]�; [U �
H]� and [T � H]� were not detected in the IRMPD
mass spectra of any of the siRNA cations. The relative
abundances of the protonated nucleobases are not di-
rectly proportional to the relative contribution of each
nucleobase to the sequence composition. In fact, the
position of the nucleobases and their relative gas-phase
basicities influence the abundance of the protonated
base product ions as well. Since uracil and thymine
have the lowest gas-phase proton affinities of the five
nucleobases [49–51], the absence of these protonated
bases in the IRMPD spectra is not surprising. Low mass

internal ions were also detected in the IRMPD mass
spectrum. Increasing the irradiation time to 6.0 ms led
to significantly higher abundances of the three proton-
ated nucleobases, [G � H]�, [A � H]�, and [C � H]�,
as shown in Figure 2b. Identical sequence coverage was
obtained using 6.0 ms of irradiation as 4.0 ms of
irradiation, but base loss ions (e.g., [M� G]5� and [M �
A]5�) were significantly reduced in abundance, and a
higher abundance of internal ions were produced. With
even longer irradiation times, sequence ions were con-
verted almost exclusively into protonated bases (data
not shown). The CID mass spectrum of [Lamin A/C.S �
6H]6� was dominated by protonated base loss, but
due to the LMCO problem, the protonated base ions
were not detected (Figure 2c). While the spectrum is
more cluttered than the IRMPD mass spectra, full
sequence coverage was still obtained. The c/y ions
were prominent, but almost no [a � Base] and w-type
ions were detected upon CID of siRNA cations.
Interestingly, a higher abundance of internal ions was

Figure 2. IRMPD product ion mass spectra of [Lamin A/C.S � 6H]6� of m/z 1509.8 using (a) 4.0 ms
and (b) 6.0 ms of irradiation at 10 W at q-value of 0.065. (c) CID product ion mass spectra of the same
siRNA cation (17% normalized collision energy, q� 0.25). The precursor ion is indicated by an asterisk
and internal ions by the number symbol. Not all peaks were labeled to reduce congestion.
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observed upon CID of the siRNA cations than the
anions.
The percentages of c/y-type ions and [a � Base]/w-

type ions observed by IRMPD and CID arising from
IRMPD and CID are summarized for all of the siRNA
ions in Figure 3. In general, both IRMPD and CID
yielded similar degrees of sequence coverage based on
the number of unique product ions. As the “charge
level” (defined as the number of negative charges per
phosphate for oligonucleotide anions [52] or the num-
ber of positive charges per nucleobase for cations) of the
anions increased above 33% (i.e., 7– through 10– charge
states of GAPDH.S and GAPDH.AS), the percent of
c/y-type ions observed by IRMPD and CID decreased
as many product ions could not be unambiguously
identified due to isobaric overlaps and the inability to
isotopically resolve the peaks to determine the charge
state. For charge levels of the siRNA anions below 33%
(4– through 6– charge states), near complete series of
c/y-ions were detected, and CID generally outper-
formed IRMPD as the longer c- and y-type ions were
often not detected in the IRMPDmass spectra likely due
to rapid secondary dissociation. The percent of [a �
Base]/w-ions was generally between 20 and 50% for the

siRNA anions studied, and a higher number of these
product ions were detected in the IRMPD mass spectra.
This trend is attributed to secondary dissociation of
base loss product ions by IRMPD as discussed earlier.
In the positive ion mode, only two charge states of

each the single-strand siRNAs were observed in the ESI
mass spectra. For the siRNA cations in all charge states
examined, less than 10% of the possible [a � Base]/w-
type ions were detected by both IRMPD and CID
(Figure 3). At charge levels above 20% (5� charge state
of GAPDH and 6� charge state of Lamin A/C siRNAs),
near complete series of c/y-ions were detected by both
dissociation methods, but at charge levels below 20%
(4� charge state of GAPDH and 5� charge state of
Lamin A/C siRNAs) less than 40% of the possible
c/y-ions were observed. IRMPDmass spectra of [Lamin
A/C.AS � 5H]5� and [GAPDH.AS � 4H]4� are shown
in Supplemental Figure 1a and b, which can be found in
the electronic version of this article. Fewer than 30 and
20 product ions were identified in the two product ion
mass spectra, respectively, and only the 5= and 3= ends
of the siRNAs were sequenced. Between six and 10
nucleotides from either terminal were sequenced for the
GAPDH and Lamin A/C siRNAs. For all of the siRNA

Figure 3. (a) Percent of c- and y-type ions and (b) percent of [a-Base] and w-type ions of model
single-strand siRNAs in various charge states observed by IRMPD (light gray) and CID (dark gray).
The data were compiled from IRMPD mass spectra in which the precursor ion was reduced to �10%
relative abundance (required 5–7 ms of irradiation). A value of 100% would indicate that all possible
c/y-ions or [a-Base]/w-ions were detected.
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cations in the lowest charge state (5� for the Lamin
A/C sequences and 4� for the GAPDH sequences), no
product ions stemming from cleavage of the phosphate
backbone near the middle of the oligonucleotide were
detected (typically the middle 10 nucleotides). A sum-
mary of the product ions observed by CID and IRMPD
of these siRNA cations in low charge states is shown in
Scheme 1. Almost identical results were obtained by
CID as well (data not shown). The low sequence cov-
erage of these siRNAs may be due in part to the high
m/z value of the precursor ion. Upon cleavage of the
phosphate backbone, some of the expected product ions
would have m/z values greater than 2000 due to their
low charge states. The lack of product ions arising from
dissociation near the center of the siRNAs does not
seem to be nucleobase dependent as this effect was
observed for all four of the siRNAs which each have a
different composition of nucleobases in this region.
These results may also be due to the slow-heating
methods (i.e., IRMPD and CID) employed on the linear
ion trap mass spectrometer and greater sequence cov-
erage of these siRNA cations may be obtained by other
dissociation techniques (e.g., ETD, surface-induced dis-
sociation, beam-type CID).

Product Ion Abundances and Time-Resolved
IRMPD of Single-Strand siRNA

The contributions of each type of product ion to the
total product ion current in IRMPD and CID mass
spectra of GAPDH.AS in the 6–, 5–, 4–, 4� and 5�
charge states were calculated and summarized in Fig-
ure 4. (The more negatively charged GAPDH.AS pre-
cursor ions, 7–, 8–, 9–, and 10– charge states, were not
included in this analysis because many ions could not
be unambiguously identified as the isotopic profiles of
the more highly charged product ions could not be
resolved.) In general, �40% to 50% of the product ion
current was composed of c- and y-type ions; the
lone exception was the 4– charge state of GAPDH.AS,
which was dominated by neutral base loss. For the
GAPDH.AS anions, [a � Base] and w-type ions com-
prised �5% to 10% of the product ion current. It should

be noted that a majority of the [a� Base] and w-type ions
of GAPDH siRNAs and Lamin A/C siRNAs contained
fewer than nine or 12 nucleotides, respectively, suggest-
ing that these fragments are produced by dissociation of
base loss fragment ions. Using short irradiation times
(4.0 ms), the distribution of product ions in the IRMPD
mass spectra were almost identical to that of the CID
mass spectra. Longer irradiation times yielded lower
abundances of base loss ions and higher abundances of
both internal ions and protonated base ions (for the
GAPDH.AS cations). Base loss ions were not observed
for GAPDH.AS in the 4� charge state as these product
ions (e.g., [M � G]3�, m/z 2165.6), which are due to loss
of protonated bases, havem/z values greater than that of
the mass range of the linear ion trap. Similar results
were also observed for the Lamin A/C siRNA single
strands—CID yielded more abundant base loss ions
than IRMPD using irradiation times of greater than 6
ms (data not shown).
The abundances of each of these product ion types

was also monitored as a function of irradiation time as
shown in Figure 5 for the 5–, 5�, 4–, and 4� charge
states of GAPDH.S. Base loss ions are initially observed
at irradiation times of �2 ms while c- and y-type ions
begin to appear at irradiation times of �3 ms for the

Scheme 1. Observed bond cleavages of siRNA cations in the
lowest observed charge states.

Figure 4. Relative abundances of different product ion types of
GAPDH.AS in various charge states observed by IRMPD at 4.0
and 6.0 ms of irradiation and by CID. The abundances are relative
to the total product ion abundance in the product ion mass
spectra.
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GAPDH.S anions (Figure 5a and c). However, [a �
Base] and w-type ions appear after using longer irradi-
ation times, which provides evidence that a portion of
these products ions may be secondary fragment ions of
base loss species or larger c/y-type ions. The neutral
base loss anions [GAPDH.S � G � 5H]5– and [GAP-
DH.S � A � 5H]5– were directly interrogated by CID
and a wide variety of product ions were observed
including expected [a� Base]/w-ions as well as y-Base,
y-, and c-type ions (data not shown). These results
suggest [a � Base]/w-ions are observed as secondary
product ions but are likely also produced directly from
the intact siRNA anion precursor. As the irradiation
time increased, a maximum relative abundance of base
loss ions was observed at �5 ms at which point the
abundance of base loss ions decreased at a similar rate
to that of the precursor ion. After 8 ms of IR irradiation,
the precursor ion was completely dissociated and base
loss ions accounted for less than 3% of the total ion
current in the IRMPD mass spectra. Since the precursor
ion and the base loss ions contain the same number of

chromogenic phosphate groups and, for the GAPDH.S
anions, the same charge, it is not unexpected that both
of these species would photodissociate at a similar rate.
For the GAPDH.S siRNA anions, c- and y-type ions
accounted for more than 30% to 40% of the total ion
current at irradiation times of �7 ms at which point
their abundances decreased due to secondary dissocia-
tion. The complementary [a � Base] and w-type ions
comprised between 10% and 15% of the total ion
current at their maximum abundance for the siRNA
anions. In contrast, c/y-type ions accounted for up-
wards of 50% of the total ion current in the IRMPD mass
spectra of [GAPDH.S � 5H]5� and only 25% for
[GAPDH.S� 4H]4� (Figure 5b and d). Base loss ions and
c/y-type ions for the GAPDH.S cations were initially
observed at �3 ms of irradiation whereas the onset for
[Base � H]� ions was at �4 ms. The abundance of
protonated bases increased almost linearly with irradi-
ation time for the GAPDH.S siRNA cations. Internal
ions were also observed to increase in abundance with
time, but at long irradiation times their abundance

Figure 5. Relative abundances of product ions and the precursor ion as a function of irradiation time
for the (a) 5–, (b) 5�, (c) 4–, and (d) 4� charge states of GAPDH.S. Abundances are relative to the total
ion current in each IRMPD product ion mass spectrum.
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tapered off for the 5� charge state of GAPDH.S as these
ions were likely further dissociated into protonated
base product ions.
The average charge state and the average length (in

number of nucleotides) of the product ions of GAPDH.S
were also plotted as a function of irradiation time for
the IRMPD mass spectra, in addition to the values
obtained from the CID mass spectra in Figure 6. The
complete charge state distribution plots and relative
abundances of product ions of varying nucleotide
length are shown in Supplemental Figures 2 and 3 for
the GAPDH.S anions and cations, respectively. Both the
average charge state and the average product ion length
decreased exponentially as the irradiation time in-
creased. As the abundance of more highly-charged
product ions decreased, the abundance of product ions
in lower charge states correspondingly increased due to
secondary dissociation of the more highly-charged spe-
cies. At irradiation times less than 4 ms, a majority of
product ions of [GAPDH.S � 5H]5– were in the 5–, 4–,
and 3– charge states, but at 7 ms, doubly charged
product ions dominated the IRMPD mass spectra. Sin-
gly charged product ions were predominantly observed
at irradiation times of greater than 10 ms, with negligi-
ble contributions from ions in the 5–, 4–, and 3– charge
states. In fact, greater than 90% of the identified product
ions were singly or doubly charged after 10 ms irradi-
ation. At 20 ms of irradiation time, 89% of the identified
product ions were singly charged. The same trends
were also observed for the Lamin A/C siRNAs—long
irradiation times yielded product ions in lower charge
states and with fewer nucleotides (data not shown).
While these trends suggest that more highly charged

product ions undergo more rapid secondary dissocia-
tion potentially due to a greater charge mobility, other
factors are likely in play. In particular, one must note

that product ions observed in higher charge states also
are generally greater in size (i.e., number of nucleotides)
and have a greater number of phosphate chromophores.
Upon examination of the relative abundances of prod-
ucts ions of varying length versus irradiation time, a
similar trend is observed (Figure 6b). Product ions
containing all 21 nucleotides (i.e., base loss ions) were
initially observed as the most abundant fragment ion at
irradiation times less than 5 ms. As the irradiation
increased, the abundance of longer product ions de-
creased and product ions containing fewer nucleotides
increased. As the irradiation time increased from 7 to 9
ms, the average length of the product ions of the 5–
charge state of GAPDH.S was reduced from �nine to
�seven nucleotides but at 20 ms of irradiation, less than
8% of the total ion current was composed of product
ions of greater than six nucleotides. For the GAPDH.S
cations, the abundance of product ions with fewer than
six nucleotides actually decreased at irradiation times
greater than 10–12 ms as these small product ions were
dissociated into protonated base ions. These trends
suggest that both the charge state and the number of
chromophores (i.e., phosphate groups) influence the rate
of IR photodissociation of oligoribonucleotides.
The IRMPD results using a short and a longer

irradiation time complement each other in that each
provide different levels of sequence confirmation. Short
irradiation times predominantly yield large product
ions in high charge states and a minimal abundance of
[a � Base] and w-type ions which simplifies spectral
interpretation as one only has to search for a single ion
type. By using longer irradiation times, one can more
easily unambiguously identify the product ions as a
majority of the species will be singly or doubly charged.
Also, the presence of more [a � Base] and w-type ions
provides confirmation of the nucleobase and the se-

Figure 6. (a) Average charge state (absolute value) and (b) average length (in number of nucleotides)
of product ions of GAPDH.S in the 5– (squares), 5� (inverted triangles), 4– (circles), and 4� (triangles)
charge states as a function of irradiation time. Values from the CID mass spectra are also plotted as
the right most points in each panel.
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quence. For potential de novo sequencing algorithms, it
may be better to provide a product ion mass spectrum
which only contains a single 5=-series and a single
3=-series of product ions (e.g., the c- and y-ions), but for
database searching, more product ions (e.g., [a � Base],
c-, w-, y-type ions) may yield more confident results.
IRMPD of siRNAs can yield product ion mass spectra
containing both types of information to improve confi-
dence in the assignment of the siRNA sequence.

IRMPD Versus CID of Duplex siRNA

For effective down-regulation of target genes, duplex
siRNA generally needs to be introduced to the organ-
isms. The annealed duplex GAPDH and duplex Lamin
A/C siRNAs were characterized by both CID and
IRMPD. Strand separation was observed upon CID of
duplex GAPDH in the 9– charge state as shown in
Supplemental Figure 4a. Similar results were observed
for the other charge states of duplex GAPDH and for
duplex Lamin A/C (data not shown). Asymmetric
charge partitioning of the duplex siRNAs is evident in
Supplemental Figure 4a in which the two single-strands
are observed in the 6– charge state preferentially as
opposed to the more symmetric 5– and 4– charge states.
(It is presumed that the 3– charge state of the single-
strands is also produced, however, these ions are not
observed as they have m/z values beyond that of the
mass analyzer.) The CID results are in line with previ-
ous reports on the gas-phase dissociation trends of
DNA duplexes [53–55]. Diagnostic sequence ions were
observed by CID when the collisional energy was
increased as previously reported [31], but the sequence
coverage was limited to less than five nucleotides (data
not shown). IRMPD using 2.0 ms of irradiation yielded
a product ion mass spectrum (Supplemental Figure 4b)
almost identical to the CID mass spectrum in which the
only dissociation channel observed was strand separa-
tion. With longer irradiation times, however, these
single strands dissociated into diagnostic sequence ions,
predominantly c- and y-type product ions, as shown in
Supplemental Figure 4c. Due to homologous sequences
between the two single strands, the origin of many of
the product ions could not be unambiguously deter-
mined, and the overall sequence coverage of the indi-
vidual single strands was low. All product ions ob-
served were in the 1– or 2– charge state and none
contained greater than eight nucleotides. While IRMPD
of siRNA duplexes can yield informative product ions,
the sequence information is limited to generally be-
tween five and eight nucleotides from either terminal.

Conclusions

Infrared multiphoton dissociation of model single-
strand siRNAs yields complete sequence coverage and
has been shown to be a complementary dissociation
method to traditional ion trap-based collision-induced
dissociation. IRMPD affords rapid and efficient disso-

ciation of siRNAs in less than 10 ms. The siRNA ions
preferentially dissociated through cleavage of the 5=
P–O bonds by both IRMPD and CID to produce c/y-
type sequence ions. The other dominant dissociation
pathway was loss of neutral nucleobases from the
siRNA anions or loss of protonated nucleobases from
precursor cations. While CID produced high abun-
dances of base loss ions, the irradiation time could be
tuned to reduce the abundance of these uninformative
product ions through secondary dissociation to yield
higher abundances of c- and y-type fragment ions. The
large degree of secondary dissociation also produced
higher abundances of [a � Base] and w-type ions, as
well as internal ions due to cleavage of two 5= P–O
bonds. At long irradiation times, larger and more
highly charged product ions were also dissociated into
shorter products in lower charge states. In fact, at
irradiation times of greater than 10 ms, greater than 90%
of the identified product ions were singly or doubly
charged. While this effect reduced the total number of
unique fragment ions in the IRMPD mass spectra, full
sequence was still obtained and the product ion mass
spectra was simpler to interpret. IRMPD of the siRNA
cations produced high abundances of protonated bases
with the exceptions of uracil and thymine. The proton-
ated bases were only detected in the IRMPD mass
spectra due to the alleviation of the low-mass cut-off,
which would potentially allow one to confirm the
presence and identity of chemically modified bases by
performing IRMPD of RNA cations. Both CID and
IRMPD of the siRNA cations in charge levels above 20%
yielded full sequence coverage and only c- and y-type
fragment ions were observed; [a � Base] and w-ions
were detected at insignificant levels. Near complete
sequence coverage was obtained for most of the siRNA
anions and cations by both IRMPD and CID. The
primary differences between the IRMPD and CID mass
spectra were in the total number of product ions ob-
served. With longer irradiation times, larger product
ions were eliminated from the IRMPD mass spectra
(due to conversion to smaller, diagnostic ions), how-
ever, full sequence coverage was generally maintained
in all cases. Short irradiation times typically yielded
near complete series of c- and y-type ions, similar to
results obtained by CID. These results suggest IRMPD
analysis of siRNA in the positive ion mode may be a
more fruitful means of sequencing oligoribonucleotides
as the cations primarily dissociated through a single
pathway to yield c- and y-type ions. Compared with
IRMPD of siRNA anions in which product ions of all
four types were observed, IRMPD of siRNA cations
yields simplified mass spectra. RNA cations could po-
tentially be de novo sequenced by IRMPD by identify-
ing the c- and y-type ions corresponding to mass
ladders of the 5=- and 3=-ends of the oligonucleotide,
however, the irradiation time must be tuned to reduce
the abundance of internal ions. While duplex siRNA
predominantly underwent strand separation by CID,
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either single strands or sequence ions were produced by
IRMPD by varying the irradiation time.
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